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FROM

THE

EDITOR'S DESK

Greetings and salutations !

We finally have it...a newspaper, once again! It's not just any newspaper

though, it's YOUR newspaper; YOUR voice to your community and
world. The more of "you" that comes in, the less of me you'll see in the

paper, and that's the way I want it! It's not my paper; it is OURS.
Before I get too loquacious, as I am all too capable of doing, I want to
express my sincere thanks and appreciation to those who were very prompt

and helpful with their contributions to the "Communicator". Well done,
fo.ks! cCeep up the good work, and koep those creative juices flowing!
After all, plenty of good contributions make a great paper.

This is the very first time I've ever taken on such an undertaking as editor
ofa newspaper. When I was being considered for this position, my first
thought was my lack ofexperience and inadequacies. This is like learning a
new language-especially when in the daunting presence ofa computer; so
much to learn! Please DO NOT EXPECT PERFECTION, at least, not
yet.

I would never get any experience ifI didn't accept the challenge, so I did.
Please, be patient with me! I have only ever seen two prison newspapers
before, and as a "first-timer", there is so much about legal documents, bills
of.iegislature, and sleight ofpen that I know nothing ofor very little about.
I am going to be counting on you to keep me informed and abreast ofwhat
is going on around us. I only have so many hours in my day, and so much
to do. I cannot be everywhere at once. Many hands make light work!
Editorship is not only a challenge to me, but it is a means to broaden my
intellectual perspectives and horizons. It is a chance to learn more about
what others are experiencing and enduring.
From time to time, I will be off-handedly saying things in this section that

I/you may not necessarily agree with or support. My reason for this is to
generate dialogue, and to get YOUR input into YOUR paper. There is
going to be a section entitled, "Letters ToThe Editor", wherein you can
voice your opinions, concerns, and observations. USE IT!
It would be foolish and naive to ever believe that everyone will agree

upon everything that is written on these pages. However, let us remember
that millions of inmates and enlisted service personnel died for our right to

voice our opinions, so, let us do so in the spirit of respect, gratitude, and
courtesy. Let your criticisms be constructive ones!
I'm hoping that together, we can make this newspaper a pleasant
experience to look forward to; one that enlightens and encourages us to

progress toward positive and productive futures. It is through helping
others that we ultimately help ourselves...
HAVE A GREAT FALL AND AN ENJOYABLE READ!

Tom Hatt, Editor
Next issue: November/97

DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS: OCTOBER 8/97

PS: Please keep your contributions coming in! (Sports, trivia, poetry,
stories, quotes, etc.)

A WORD FROM THE WARDEN

I had the good pleasure of meeting with our new Warden, Mr. Robert
Babineau recently. I originally felt that I was in the Presence of Almighty
God, but Mr. Babineau soon put me at ease, and assured me that he is very-

much human also. I felt that a person with such an awesome responsibility
as that of being the warden of our community should be given an

opportunity to introduce himselfto the "constituents" of such.
Mr. Babineau has occupied the positions of Warden and Deputy
Warden at both Westmorland and Springhill Institutions. He had a tenure at

Regional Headquarters, was area manager of a parole office, and was also a
parole officer. With a total of 24 years of working experience in
corrections, he is certainly no stranger to the system, and we welcome him
here as Warden.

When asked about his goals and objectives, he said they are to ensure

Case Management processes are as effective as possible. For us, that means
we're at the right security level, that we're directed to take only the
programs needed, and that there is a clear evaluation of where the inmate

needs to take the program, i.e.: at Springhill, at a lower security level, or in
the community.

Another objective he has is to make the lives of inmates and staff as safe,
secure, and constructive as possible.

Recently, there have been rumors about a new FSW's prison being
planned for this property. Mr. Babineau says there will be no new facility,

however, there will be a new addition to the existing unit #7, thereby,

replacing the trailers, etc. Expansion to the present Reception Unit is also
on the drawing board.

Mr. Babineau says we have a very positive and effective Inmate

Committee at the moment, who've been working very hard, ensuring that

the issues have been presented in a very positive manner and trying hard to
reach positive solutions.

To quote Mr. Babineau: "I would like to congratulate the Inmate

Committee and the population for selecting such an effective and
constructive committee."

I would like to thank Mr. Babineau, for taking the time out of his very
busy schedule to introduce himself, to "touch base" with us, and to share a
little of himself with us.
Editor

"He who never made a mistake never made a discovery." Samuel Smiles
"He who never made a mistake never lived!" Editor

NOTES FROM INMATE COMMITTEE / WARDEN'S MEETING

1. Prisoners'Justice Day: August 10, 1997. Just a reminder, especially for
new-comers who may not be aware of this tradition. This day is set aside

every year so that prisoners across Canada have a chance to show support

and respect for those s who have lost their lives in Canadian prisons over
the years.

It is, quite simply, a day of fasting from 12:01 a.m. on Sunday, to 12:00 a.m.
Monday. As it falls on a Sunday this year, there will be no work for anyone.

Twenty-four hours offasting is a small price to pay to show solidarity and
respect to those who gave so much. These people died so that we could
have TVs, house visits, 30 days in which to receive personal effects after
our admission, open visits, family socials, phone calls, phones on ranges, to
name a few.

The purpose of this day is to focus upon rehabilitation instead of
punishment. Corporeal punishment including: paddling, bread and water
diets, shackles and chains in the hole, no bedding, and no mattress during
the daytime was abolished as a result oftheir efforts.
2. CD 562.8: Inmates being locked down in the absence of their shop

instructor(s). We are trying to eliminate lockdowns that were not existent
one and ahalf years ago. People who refuse to work will remain in cells
during working hours, with "0" pay. There will be no yard time during
working hours.

3. Private House Visits: Mother duplex is being built to cut down on the
waiting time for PFV's.

4. New Menus: A new menu, ensuring healthier diets, especially for

inmates with health problems, will be implemented the first week of Aug.

4. New Menus: A new menu, ensuring healthier diets, especially for

inmates with health problems, will be implemented the first week of Aug.
5. Pay Changes: Effective Aug. 14,1997, pay sheets should be out two

days prior to payday. If feasible, paydays may be changed to Wednesdays.
6. Recreation: The Recreation Dept. will be building a volleyball court.
Much thanks to all inmates and staff who've worked hard to implement new

changes in this department, that we can benefit from. Thanks again, for
your help and generosity in our time of need!
7. Communications: Communication is much better between I/C and
Administration.

8. Up-coming changes to I/C: Joe Chaisson, Chairman of I/C will be

leaving us in the near future (warrant expiry), and will be succeeded by Jim
Melvin.

9. Briefings have been submitted to Ottawa and Region, to up-date pay
scales for inmates, to reflect our cost of living during incarceration

A note from our I/C chairman: I want to thank one and all for their

dedication, support, and loyalty during my term of office. I hope the
changes that have occurred here will continue to prosper after my release.
Thanks again, for allowing me to serve you in this capacity.
Sincerely yours,
Joe Chaisson, Chairman

We, the population, would like to express our gratitude and appreciation to
Joe, for a job well done. We wish you the very best, and hope that the rest

of your life will be nothing but the very best from here on out. Please do
your best to prove that the system is not always correct...WE DO NOT
ALL COME BACK, AND WE CAN MAKE SOMETHING OF
OURSELVES IF GIVEN THE CHANCE! Take care, Joe!

Respectfully submitted, Inmate Committee

Your unit representatives are as follows:
Unit # 8:

Unit #9:

Robert MacDonald (Library and S. I.S.)
Steve Collins (Health)
Walter Dash (18 & 19 Buildings)

Norman Morrison (Health Care and Sports Commission)
Unit #10:

James Melvin (Vice Chairman)

John Wayne Cluett (Secretary & Committee Rep., Recreation &
Reception)

Unit #11:

Kevin Corkum (V&C, Health Care and School Rep.)
Dwight Marshall (Recreation, Reception, & Kitchen)

Effective Aug.29/97, our new I/C chairman will be Jim Melvin.
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A WORD FROM THE WOMEN

We, the women, are a maximum security unit and no,
we do not get special treatment. We are the only
maximum female offenders the Maritimes, located in
a medium security prison for men. We are all here
because we had either been unmanageable in other
institutions or disrupted the good order of the
warden's prison.

There are 11 female inmates in Springhill and 15
beds on the unit The unit is run by both male and
female guards and management. We lack a lot of
movement and programs, and are mainly confined to
our unit.

There are four trailers in front of the unit which are

used for programs, due to the lack of space within the
unit. Trailer #1 is used for crafts and painting; trailer
#2 is used for school; trailer #3 is for programs and
trailer #4 is for management. The unit is still

undergoing construction, and at time of completion, I
don't believe we'll have the trailers.

We have been committed to "OSAP", and are

presently taking "Survivors of Abuse" program.
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As I've already stated, we do not get anything
special. I WISH WE DID! The only thing that
comes close to "special" is being good, and
becoming a medium security inmate. They don't
give that away, and we have to work hard to earn it.

The unit isn't as bad as some people make it; it's how
we make it. I've decided to do my own time and to
mind my own business; that was the best thing I ever
did.

I'm tired of all the crap! I just think we can all get
out and get better if we really WANT TO. It all
comes down to making a choice. Like a lot of

people, I learned the hard way. I've come to respect
the Bible's saying, "You can't eat at the Lord's table
and eat at the devil's table at the same time."

The unit is like a big holding cell; it's waiting for us
to be ready to change. In the meantime, we have to

make the best of it. I wasn't put on earth to "play
God" or to judge. That would be a sin. I just wish
we could all get along, and set aside our differences.
And, to end on that note: we would like to thank the

male inmate committee for helping us so much. You
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guys are great, and we appreciate everything you
have done!

We would also like to thank the population for being
patient and respecting us. You guys are real nice
also. Thanks!

On behalf of the female unit,
Mamie LaBobe

A big note of thanks to the women for the

contributions they have made to our paper. There
may be a fence between us, but that doesn't mean

you're not a part of our inmate population. Keep the
items coming in; every little bit helps!
Editor
******************************************

"ifMama airit happy, ain't nobody happy!"
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TUTORING WITH A MISSION

By Tom Hatt

What does the word "tutor" mean to you? Wait! Don'tstop reading, because I'm

going to be talking about you! Did you know that each and every one of us is atutor, in
a very special way? Well, you are!

To those who are tutors in a classroom setting: Is itjust a demeaning job for your,

a place to hang out at, or can itbe something more? I would like to answer these
questions, and share with you what it means to me to be atutor (after 17 months, fulltime), and what I get out of it.

First, we need to understand what a tutor is. According to the Houghton Mifflin
Canadian Dictionary, a tutor is : "Aprivate instructor; a teacher or teaching assistant,
with a rank lower than that of an instructor".

That makes each of us a tutor in one way or another. If you have children, as I

have, tutoring becomes more personal, very specialized, and rewarding. Next to the
birthing experience, there is no greater excitement, satisfaction, orrelief than watching
your child take his or her first step, first word, first potty performance, first bike ride, etc.
For those of you with noxhildren, but who've had pets, you also have known how
rewarding it is when you finally see them do what it is that you've worked so hard to
teach them to do. All was not for nothing afterall! It had its moments and its rewards.

During our "tutoring" sessions (person orpet), there are times when we give our
head a shake and ask ourselves, "Is it really worth it? Am I gaining any ground? Am I

making any sense? Does my effort make any difference for the person I'm tutoring?
Isn't there something more interesting I could be doing?"
We've all said at one time or another, "Don't quit!" Life is full of challenges and

teaching experiences. After all, life is one big examination room; we pass with a super
grade orget marked for a lousy performance. The choice is ours! Every day we live we
can make new choices, to go along with new challenges.

CHALLENGES..Just think...ifsomebody special gave up on us years ago, we'd

all need diaper pails instead oftoilets! That should help us gain a new appreciation for
tutors! So, you see, every little bit makes a BIG difference, whether we know it or not.
Has the following ever happened to you? Just when you're ready to give it all up,
the big break-through finally comes. The lights come on, and the house is rockin' with
excitement. Suddenly, without warning, you're sharing in the joy, pleasure, and
excitement with your student because of both your accomplishments! That's not
alL.there's more! You find yourself all "fired up", and ready for another new
challenge. The "pump" is on! Go with the flow!!!
Folks, no matter what role, occupation, orundertaking we choose in life, there will
ALWAYS BE A CHALLENGE. With new challenges there come new rewards...if

you're patient, gutsy, eager, and determined. It will cost you something. "No sailor ever
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became skillful by training on a calm sea"! You can never experience a victory if you
never have a battle, a goal, or a plan.
Now, that doesn't mean students are encouraged to come to class armed with a

negative or self-aggrandizing attitude. Watch the one with a poor attitude, arid you're

guaranteed a loser. Someone with a chip on their shoulder will reveal a whole block of
wood if you look a little higher up...

We all have our bad days and poor attitudes by times. Leave them in your cell; we
all have our own little battles to win. We cannot successfully win our battles if we listen

to negative cheer leaders! We are all soldiers in this battle called "Life".
As in life, there will be unpleasant tasks or assignments to do in the classroom. As
tutors, it should be our goal to make the students' learning experience easier, more

pleasurable, and personally rewarding, as well as for the person we may be assisting.
We should also be an asset to the teacher(s) we assist, and not an ass

!

The tutor has every right to be pleased, and proud of his/her academic
achievements, but NOBODY is any better than the other, nor is anyone any worse

either! We are all equal...we came into the world naked, and with empty brain banks!
We must learn as students and tutors, to set aside our personal feelings, grudges, and
piques, and to act in a mature and professional manner.

It is only how we apply the wisdom and knowledge that we gain along the way
that determines what we can contribute to our lives, our families, and to our
communities. What kind of "landmark" do you want to leave behind or to be

remembc:ed for? Hopefully, with increased knowledge, we can leave behind longlasting, positive, and creative impressions for others to learn from.
See how easy it is to be a tutor? We do itwithout realizing it!
I don't know about the rest of the tutors, but in my classroom there are no

dummies! Dummies can learn nothing. Everybody learns something in my class.

Nobody will go home empty! Everybody has the potential to be asomebody that they
can be proud of...if they are willing to work for it!

What makes agood tutor? EASY! Learn to see the good in everybody, and help
them to realize their potential. I'm not tooting my own horn; it's afact. Try it...put
somebody down and you'll see there is plenty of potential to come back with.
As instructors, we ought to get used to passing out a little praise and

encouragement to those who deserve it. CORRECTION DOES MUCH, BUT
ENCOURAGEMENT DOES A LOT MORE!

It's sad...a big world full ofencouragement, but so few willing to give it! When

my students learn something new, I am happy with and for them. You cannot have atug
ofwar with only one team. Tutoring is a team effort..J'm not a tutor ifI have no
student, nor can the student exist without an instructor. We need each other to win!
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All sportsmen know that two essential ingredients make a victory: teamwork and
apositive team attitude. You'll never fry an egg without the frying pan! It takes two!
Tutors are there to help you, to work with, and for you, but it's when the students

really apply themselves, work hard, and prove to themselves they really can do it, that a
good tutor will finally get to share momentous victories, and push for many more!
We are all people, who come from very different backgrounds and situations. We
can all learn something positive from each other. Why not make OUR learning
experience a very pleasant, meaningful, and enjoyable one!

I'm on the winning team; I hope you re too! Ifyou're a student with a different
tutor than myself, I hope the experience that you both will share will be as rewarding as
mine.

For my fellow tutors, past, present, and future: tutoring should be more than must

ajob or a place to pass the time. It should be a place where we can give ofour time,
talent, and knowledge. The busier we are, the faster the time will fly. Like the students
we help, we will get out of tutoring only as much as we put into it. Are you getting the
most out of your time?

I trust this note will help-us all to have a keener awareness and appreciation for
what tutoring is all about, and how we are all tutors in a special way.

"It was a proud moment for me when I finally started my first job after graduating.
I was the special-needs teacher at the high school. I was feeling terrific as I went
through my mail, until I reached the envelope addressed to The Learning Disabled
Teacher."
John Penton, Fairview, Alta. (Reader's Digest)

ifyftpfyf
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A BRIEF LOOK AT THE RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT

AND THE RIGHT AGAINST SELF-INCRIMINATION
IN CANADA

By Ron Morrison

15 (a)

Most citizens are not aware of the precise legal limits of the state's authority, or of their own rights in
protecting themselves againstthe state. In England, a suspect is entitledto be cautioned before being
questioned by a police officer as soon as the officer has reasonable grounds to suspect that an offense has

been committed (Rule 11 of the Judges Rules).' In Canada, no such protection is recognized (R. v. Esposito
[1985]).2 However, as soon as an accused is arrested or detained, he must beinformed ofhis right to retain
and instruct counsel and may not be questioned further until he hashada reasonable opportunity to exercise
thatright or hasexpressly waived it. The right to counsel is primarily aimed at preventing the accused from
incriminating himself.

What is different between pre-arrest or detentionand post-arrest or detention in Canada? In a word -

liberty! Prior to arrest or detention, a person is free to gowherever he wishes and to speak to whomever he
wishes. A person who is detained by the police is in immediate need of legal advice in order to protect his
right against self-incrimination and to assist him in regaining hisliberty. A person involved in thejudicial
process, one who hasbeen arrested or detained, must be protected against the unfair use by the state of its
superior resources, and for this reason, a person arrested or detained hasthe rightto retain and instruct
counsel without delay and to be informed of that right (s.lO(b) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms).3
It is easyto see how the issues of the right ofa detained person to remain silentandthe right to counsel are
intertwined. Without knowing the legal limits of the state's authority, it is a fundamental and crucial
privilege of our legal system that adetained person have the right to remain silent until an opportunity
presents itselffor him to gain legal advice. The most important function of legal advice upon detention isto
ensure that the accused person understands his rights, chief among which is the right to remain silent.

The following questions and comments are notexhaustive of the right to silence and self-incrimination
issues, but they are representative of their importance and distinctions in Canadian criminal law.

Where is the right to silence found, and is failing to advise an accused of his right to remain silent a
violation of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms?

The right to silence is inherent in s.7 of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms:
s.7 Everyone has the right to life, liberty and
security of the person and the right not to
be deprived thereof except in accordance
with the principles of fundamental justice.

The right to silence conferred by s.7 of theCharter isrooted in two common law concepts. The first is the
confessions rule, which makes a confession which the authorities improperly obtain from a detained person
inadmissible in evidence. The second isthe privilege against self-incrimination which precludes a person
from beingrequired to testify against himselfat trial. The essence of the right to remain silentis that the
accused be given a choice; the freedom to speak to the authorities on the one hand, and the freedom to
refuse to make a statement to them on the other.

The police must inform any person arrested or detained of his rightto retain and instructcounsel, but their
failure to advise an accused of his right to remainsilent is not a violation of this section of the Charter (R. v.

Van Dan Meerssche [1989]).4

Can the right to silence be waived, and what is the legal criteria in determining whether the accused
has the mental capacity to make an active choice in choosing whether to make a statement or not?

15 (b)

The state, not the accused, is expected to produce acase (the 'case tomeet'), but the accused also has the
right to waive the right tosilence and speak to the authorities. However, any waiver must be clear and
unequivocal with full knowledge of the right waived and the consequences of that waiver.

Yet, the state is not obliged to protect the suspect against making astatement; in fact, itis open to the state
to use legitimate means of persuasion to encourage the suspect to make astatement. The key words here
are that the state 'use legitimate means of persuasion'. While the Charter does not place on the authorities
and the courts the impossible task ofsubjectively gauging whether the suspect appreciates the situation and
the alternatives, to permit the authorities to trick the suspect into making aconfession to them after he has
exercised the right of conferring with counsel and declining to make astatement isto permit the authorities
to do indirectly what the Charter does not permit themto do directly.

How do the courts define 'tricks'? Justice Lamer (as of this writing, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of

Canada) in R. V. Collins (1987)5, stated with reference to R. V. Rothman (1981)6,
I am still of the view that the resort to
tricks that are not in the least unlawful
let alone in violation of the Charter to
obtain a statement should not result in

the exclusion of a free and voluntary
statement unless the trick resorted to

is a dirty trick, one that shocks the
community.

The lesson to be learned here is a simple one. Once you invoke yourright to silence you must continue to
remain silent, at least in regard to the investigation and charges being brought against you. It is notenough
for you to remain silentwhen beingconfronted by agents of the state, you must be equally silent with
everyone. Statements you make to any person, freely and without coercion, may be used against you at
trial!

In determining whether the accused has the mental capacityto make an active choice, the courts use the

'operating mind test'. The following excerpt is from R. V. Whittle (1994)7.
The operating mind test, which is an aspect of
the confessions rule, includes a limited mental

component which requires that the accused have
sufficient cognitive capacity to understand what
he or she is saying and what is said. This includes
the ability to understand a caution that the evidence
can be used against the accused.

The same standard applies with respect to the right
to silence in determining whether the accused has
the mental capacity to make an informed choice.
In exercising the right to counsel or waiving the right,
the accused must possess the limited cognitive capacity
that is required for fitness to stand trial. The accused
must be capable of communicating with counsel to
instruct counsel, and understand the function of counsel

and that he or she can dispense with counsel even if
this is not in the accused's best interests. It is not

necessary that the accused possess analytical ability.
The level ofcognitive ability is the same as that required
with respect to the confession rule and the rightto silence.

15 (c)

Do I have the right to remain silent under any and all circumstances, or can the state legitimately
compel me to testify in order to pursue one or more pressing and substantial interests that are validly
within its jurisdiction?

Before I attempt to answer this question, it is necessary for me to statethat, as with other legal questions,
the issue is not a simple one. Professor Alan W. Mewett, in 'Law Enforcement and the Conflict of

Values'(1970)8 atpage 186, declares that "[p]erhaps no phrase is bandied about with more imprecision and
with more unawareness of its legal and social significancethan the privilege against self-incrimination."
Also, note must be taken ofthe difference between privileges and principles. A privilege is an evidentiary
rulewhich operatesin court to renderotherwiserelevant and probative evidence inadmissible, generally for
policy reasons. The principle is a general organizing principle ofcriminal law from which rules can be
derived. The privilege is merely one rule that hasbeen derived from the principle.
We need to begin with the primary assumption that there is a generalduty to give what testimony one is

capable of giving and that any exemptions that do exist are exceptions to the general rule. Ss. 11(c)9 and
13l0 of the Charter are examples of constitutional exceptions. There isalso asimilarity of structure between
ss. ! 1(c) and 13 of the Charter and the statutory approach in s.5" of the Canada Evidence Act. Both
structures sharea concern for the non-compellability ofan accused person and both seek to protect
witnesses against self-incrimination by providing a form of use immunity. They principally differ in that
s.13 of the Charter omits the portion of s.5(2) of the Canada Evidence Act which requires a wimess to claim
its protection.

S.7 of the Charter, because of its liberty interest, would also seem to be significant in self-incrimination

issues. The general consensus of the Supreme Court of Canada, inR. v. S.(R.J.) (1995)12, was that this
section has a residual role to the use immunity provided by s.13 of the Charter. Before continuing,
however, it must be stated that the right to silence inherent in s.7 is not an absolute right. The rightto

silence, as recognized in R. v. Hebert (I990)13, is not a'free-floating' right always available, but rather a
right which has so far been linked to the concept ofdetention. Nevertheless, when a witness is compelled to
testify, a s.7 residual immunity would seem to be applicable. While Justice lacobucci, SupremeCourt of
Canada in R. v. S.(R.J.), rejects the contention thats.7 demands testimonial privileges for ail witnesses, he
does state at p.81 of that rulingthat
[I] think that derivative evidence which could not
have been obtained, or the significance of which
could not have been appreciated, but for the testimony
of a wimess, ought generally to be excluded unders.7
of the Charter in the interest of trial fairness. Such

evidence, although not created by the accused and, thus,
not self-incriminatory by definition, is self-incriminatory
none the less because the evidence could not otherwise

have become partof the Crown's case. To this extent,
the witness must be protected against assistingthe Crown
in creating a case to meet.
As with other Charter violations, the burden is on the accused to demonstrate that the proposed evidence is
derivative evidence deserving of the limited immunity protection.

While it is obvious that the Charter, and non-Charter, protections listed protectCanadians to a greatdegree,
I need to repeat that these protections against self-incrimination andthe right to remain silent arenot
absolute ones. It would be to our benefitto realize thatthe principle against self-incrimination has not in
the past, and does not now, find full andcomplete expression in Canadian law. This principle may mean
different things at different times and in different contexts.
So, whatdoes allofthis mean? It means thatalthough s.11(c) of the Charter constitutionalizes the

accused's common law right ofnon-compellability as awitness athisowntrial, it is significant that the
accused who does testify is subject to cross-examination where his testimony canbe usedagainst him. It

f
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means that the fact that a person ischarged with acrime does not automatically entitle him toavoid being
compelled to testify. For instance, if two people are separately charged withthe same offense, oneaccused
may be subpoenaed by the Crown to testify atthetrial of theother accused unless the potential wimess can
show that by forcing him to testify the court will violate the case to meet principle in away that cannot be
remedied by a mereexclusionary rule. It means that the principle of self-incrimination is in intense "
competition with the opposing principle of fundamental justice, an opposing principle which suggests that,
in a search for truth, all relevant evidence should be made availableto the trier of fact. It means that in
Canadawe have s.5 of the Canada Evidence Act which is not the same as the Fifth Amendment of the

United States Constitution. It means that the law attempts to accommodate ageneral rule of compellability
with an evidentiary immunity. And finally (for this article), it means that theaccused person, the detainee,
the suspect, the compelled or voluntary witness for the prosecution, and the compelled orvoluntary wimess
for the defense, all confront an identical hazard: self-incrimination.

Can the right to remain silent be violated by the state or by agents of the state?
The right to remain silent, which is protectedas a fundamental justice under s.7 of the Charter, is broader
than boththe common lawconfession rule and the rule against self-incrimination. The range of the right of
a detained person to silence prior to trial is supported by reference to otherrelated rights guaranteed by the
Charter. The most important of these related rights is the right to counsel, andthe most important service
counsel can provide the detainee is to ensure that he understands his rights, especially the right to silence.
The suspect is entitled to remain silent or waive the right from the momenthe is placed in the superior
power of the state and is in its custody. Any waiver of the right must be combined with the suspect's
awareness of the consequences. OnCe it is determined that the individual has a choice to either remain silent
or speak to the authorities, and he decides voluntarily and with full knowledge and appreciation of the
consequencesof speaking to the authorities, then he must be understood to have waived or given up the
right to silence. However, when the authorities use deceit and deception to interrogate an accused after he
has advised them that he does not want to speak to them, they are improperly eliciting information that they
are unable to obtain by respecting his constitutional right to silence; the suspect's rights have been infringed
because he has been deprived of his choice of whether he wishes to speak to them or not.
As I previously mentioned, the right to silence conferred by s.7 of the Charter is rooted in two common law
concepts: the confessions rule and the privilege againstself-incrimination. While the scope of the
confessions rule has been debated over the last century, there is a common theme that connects these two
separate rules and that is the idea that a person in the power of the state, within the criminal process, has the
right to choose whether to speak to the authorities or remain silent.

In the pre-Charter era the traditional confessions rule was set out in Ibrahim v.The King (1914)14. This
case defined the choice of whether a suspect spoke to the authorities or not in negative terms, in terms of the
absence of threats or promises by the authorities inducing the statement, andobjectively, in terms of the
physical acts and words of the parties. The suspect did not need to be told that he hada right to counsel or
that he could remain silent, and even his awareness of the consequencesof speaking or his alternatives were
irrelevant. The only right a suspecthad wasa negative right - the right not to be tortured or coerced into
making a statement by threats or promises heldout by a person who is, and whom the suspectsubjectively
believed, was a person in authority. The mental state of the suspect, apart from his belief that he was
speaking to a person in authority, was irrelevant. The question of the suspect's state of mind, and whether
given that state of mind it is unfair to use his statement againsthim, did not arise.

A second, more modem and broader, approach to choice proposed that choice involves not only an act, but
a mental element. The courts hadbegun to affirm that the absence of violence, threats, and promises by the
authorities did not necessarily meanthatthe resulting statement was voluntary if the necessary mental
element of deciding between alternatives was absent. So, a voluntary choice to confess, absent proofto the
contrary, presupposed an 'operating mind' (the 'operating mindtest' asexplained earlier).

Until the decision in R. v. Wray (1970)15, itwas generally believed to beopen to Canadian judges to reject
statements which met the Ibrahim test, but which had, nonetheless, been obtained unfairly. Wray changed
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this, and the ruling was simple: a court did not have the powerto exclude admissible and relevantevidence
merely because its admission would bringthe administration ofjustice intodisrepute. Not alljudges
accepted this departure from the more liberal views expressed elsewhere in the Commonwealth. Until the
Charter became part of the constitution in 1982, the Wray principle continued to prevent the court's from
considering the nature ofthe suspect's choiceandthe conductof the authorities apart from threats,

promises, and violence. The trial judge in R. v.Clot (1982)16, on being required to admit statements which
he considered to have been taken in shocking circumstances, made this statement
As it was torture in times past that led the courts
to establish rules for the admissibilityof extra
judicial statements, it would appear that
situations like these described here might constitute
an invitation for the courts to control their

proceedings by adopting any rules necessary for
the protection of the integrityof the judicial
system and the fundamental rights ofthe citizen.
The post-Charter era would see these protections cemented in theCanadian Constitution.

The second rule closely connected to the right to silence, theprivilege against self-incrimination, isdistinct
from the confessions rule because itapplies at the trial stage rather than at the investigatorial stage of the
criminal process. Yet, practically and philosophically, it isrelated tothe confessions rule. Practically,
because a legal system that granted an accused immunity from incriminating himselfattrial butoffered no
protection with respect to pre-trial statements would be absurd. Philosophically, because it shares the
notion that an accused person has no obligation to give evidence against himself, that he orshehas theright
to choose.

Since the Charter of Rights and Freedoms:

The rights of a person involved inthecriminal process are governed by ss.7 to 14 of theCharter. These

rights are interrelated. I have already mentioned the importance ofs. 10(b) and have briefly touched upon

ss. 11(c) and 13. S.24(2)17 ofthe Charter can also play an important role because it stipulates that evidence
obtained in violation of rights may beexcluded if itwould tend to bring the administration ofjustice into
disrepute, regardless of how probative the evidence may be. The Charter has made the rights of the
individual and the fairness of thejudicial system supreme over other considerations.

The Charter, through s.7, seeks to provide protection for adetained person against the superior power of the
state while itclaims for the state the power to deprive a person of life, liberty orsecurity of the person
provided that it respects fundamental principles of justice. The scope of the right to remain silent must be
defined broadly enough under theCharter to preserve for thedetained person the right to choose whether to
speak to the authorities orto remain silent, notwithstanding the fact that heorshe is in thesuperior power of
the state.

Once it is established that thesuspect possess an operating mind, the focus shifts to theconduct of the
authorities in relation to the suspect. Thechange from pre-Charter times essentially retains theobjective
approach of the traditional confessions rule, while increasing the range of police conduct which maybe
considered indetermining the admissibility of a suspect's statement, and it conforms to current trends inthe
law. By moving away from thestrict post-Wray application of theconfessions rule, thecourts, under the
Charter, have the power to correct abuses of power by thestate against the individual.
In R. v. Hebert, the SupremeCourtof Canada dealt with a number of issues arising out of the accused's
conversation with an undercover police officer while in a cell following his arrest. The court's decision in
this caseelevated the right to silence to a constitutional setting by connecting it to the liberty interest in s.7
of the Charter and set some guidelines forthe degree of elicitation permissible by the stateand by agents of
the state. In delivering the majority decision for the court, Justice McLachlin stated at p.39 that"[I]n
keeping with the approach inaugurated by the Charter, our courtsmust adopt an approach to pre-trial
interrogation which emphasizes the right ofthe detained person to make a meaningful choice and permits
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the- .ejection ofstatements which have been obtained unfairly in circumstances that violate that right of
choice."

In rejecting an absolute right to silence for an accused, capable ofbeing discharged only by waiver, Justice
McLachlin proposed an approach as follows:

First, there isnothing in the rule to prohibit the police from questioning the accused in the absence of
counsel after the accused has retained counsel. Police persuasion, short ofdenying the suspect the right to
choose or depriving him of an operating mind, does not breach the right to silence.
Second, the right tosilence, and its safeguards, applies only after detention. Prior to detention there isno
need for protection from the state, after detention the situation is quite different.

Third, the violation of the suspect's rights occurs only when the Crown acts to subvert the suspect's
constitutional right to choose not to make astatement to the authorities. This would bethe case regardless
ofwhether the agent used to subvert the accused's right was acellmate, acting at the time as a police
informant, or an undercover police officer.

Fourth, adistinction must be made between the use of undercover agents to observe the suspect, and the use
of undercover agents to actively elicit information in violation of the suspect's choice to remain silent. In
the absence of eliciting behavior onthe part of the police, there isno violation of the accused's right to
choose whether ornot to speak tothe police. The law also permits the use of a police informant after
detention, provided he orshedoes nottake active and intentional steps to elicit a confession.
Note:

Even where a violation of the detainee's rights is established the evidence may, where appropriate, be
admitted. Only if the court issatisfied that its reception would belikely to bring theadministration of
justice into disrepute can the evidence be rejected by s.24(2).

In the Hebert case, afterhaving found a s.7 violation, the courthad to consider whether s.1 of the Charter18
had any application. Since the police misconduct was not a 'reasonable limit' to Hebert's rights and their
actions were not 'prescribed by law' within s.l of the Charter, this section did not apply.

Following R. v. Hebert, the Supreme Court of Canada was required to answer, in R. v. Broyles (1991)19,
two questions which were not raised in Hebert. First, was the person who allegedly subverted the right to
silence an agent of the state? In Hebert, there was no question thatthe undercover officer was an agent of
the state. Second, what is the definition of"elicitation'?
The Threshold Question:

Was the person who allegedly subverted the right to silence an agent of the state? Before answering this
question, it should be remembered that the rightto silence is not to protect suspects from incriminating
themselves as such, but is to limit the use of the coercive power of the state to force a suspect to incriminate
himself. Accordingly, if the person to whom a statement is made is not an agent ofthe state, there will be
no violation of the right to silence.
In Broyles, the court made it clear that to determine if the informer is an agent of the state it was necessary
to focus on the relationship between the informer and the authorities on the particularexchange with the
accused. The test to be applied was this: would the exchange between the accused and the informer have
taken place, in the same form and manner in which it did take place, but for the intervention of the state or
its agents. In Broyles, at p.319, it states that
If this test is applied to a conversation between
a police officer and a suspect in custody, it is
clear that the conversation would not have taken

place but for the intervention ofthe officer. If it
is applied to a conversation with a cellmate who
has no contact with the authorities until after the

conversation is concluded, it is equally clearthat
the actions of the authorities had no effect on the
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conversation, and that there would be no violation

of the s.7 right to silence. If, however, the
cellmate spoke with the authorities before the
conversation took place, then the question will be
whether the conversation would have taken the same
course had the cellmate had no contact with the
authorities.

In cases where the authorities encourage informers to elicit statementswithout there being a pre-existing
relationship between the authorities and individual informers, e.g. paying for information or charging the
informer with a less serious offense, the question in such cases will be the same: would the exchange
between the informer and the accused have taken place but forthe inducements ofthe authorities?
Elicitation:

There will be a violation of the s.7 right to silence only if the statement is elicited by the agent of the state.
The court in this case looked at two sets of factors to decidewhether elicitation had taken place.

First, concerns the nature of the exchange between the accused and the state agent. The focus should not be
on the form of the conversation, but rather on whether the relevant parts of the conversation werethe
functional equivalent of an interrogation.
Second, concerns the nature of the relationship between the state agentand the accused. Did the state agent
exploitany special characteristics of the relationship to extract thestatement? Was there a relationship of
trust between the state agent andtheraccused? Was the accused obligated or vulnerable to the state agent?
Did the state agent manipulate the accused to bringabouta mental state in which the accused was more
likely to talk?

Knowing the instructions given to theagent of the state by the authorities may be important in deciding
whetherthe statement in question was elicited. In Hebert, Justice McLachlin noted mat evidence that the
state agent was instructed not to elicit conversation norto ask leading questions will tend to refute the
allegation that the resulting statement was obtained in violation of s.7 However, the state should not benefit
from the actions of their agent when thatagent exceeds hisor herinstructions. To rule otherwise, the courts
would be ignoring the primary emphasis of the right to silence in s.7 which is to protect the suspect from the
coercive power of the state. The state should notbe able to hide behind the actions of its agents. The

authorities, in failing to control their agents, should notbenefit from that failure atthe expense of the
accused.

In Broyles, as in Hebert, the court found that there wasa s.7 violation. The actions of the police could not
be justified under s.1 of the Charter since theiractions were not 'prescribed by law' (their actionswere not
expressly or impliedly provided for by statute or the result of a common law rule).
As to whether the admission of the evidence would bringthe administration ofjustice into disrepute, the
court considered three groups of factors before deciding on whether to apply the exclusionary rule in
s.24(2) of the Charter.

First, the fairness of the trial. When the evidence is obtained by conscripting the accused againsthimself,
the admission of that evidence will generally render the trial unfair.
Second, seriousness of the violation. Needless to say, the more serious the violation the more probable that
the evidence will be excluded, and where the fairness ofthe trial has been affected by tainted evidence,
good faith on the part ofthe police cannot reduce the seriousness ofthe violation.

Third, the effect of excludingthe evidence. The fact thatan offense is a serious one provides no
justification for admitting tainted evidence that would affectthe fairness of the trial. Plus, will excluding
the evidence have a negative impact on the reputation ofthe administration ofjustice?
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Conclusion:

For anyone who reads this article and thinks that their experiences withthe lawhave not beenso full of
justice and sound reasoning, I would like to saythis: We need to know as muchabout the lawas we can so

that we don't find out too late that our rights have been abused. Every person is not only subject to the full
penalty ofthe law, but we are also entitled to the full protection of the law. We should be responsible for
ourselves in finding out how the law applies to us rather than relying on others to tell us. I know how
difficult it is in trying to keep up with the changes in the law, but the alternative could be costly. Not
everyone can afford a "Dream Team' to defend them and tell them what their rights are! Besides, it isn't
necessary to memorize the Criminal Code, just knowing your constitutional riglits as set out inthe Charter
will give anyone a solid foundation for where they stand inregard to the law. Ignorance isnoexcuse for
breaking the law or for not knowing whatyour rights are under the law!

As revised effective 11 January 1964.
24 C.C.C. (3d)88 (Ont. C.A.), leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused.
S. 10 Everyone has the right on arrest or detention

(b) to retain and instruct counsel without delay and to be informed of that right.
53 C.C.C. (3d)449, 74 C.R.(3d)16l (B.C.C.A.)
33 C.C.C.(3d) at p.2l, 38 D.L.R. (4th)508, [1987] 1S.C.R.265
1 S.C.R. 640, 20 C.R.(3d)97, 25 C.R.(3d)97, 59 C.C.C. (2d)30, 121
D.L.R.(3d)578,38 N.R. 485 (Ont.).
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INNOCENT UNTIL PROVEN GUILTY GOES EXTINCT ...

In the Dangerous Offender Legislation, judges will no longer have
discretion to issue a fixed sentence; instead those labeled as Dangerous
Offenders will receive an indefinite sentence in all cases. It has also been

proposed that the initial parole review be moved from the third year of
imprisonment to the seventh year, with subsequent reviews every two years.
The Crown will now have up to six months after conviction to bring in a

Dangerous Offender application, provided notice is given at the time of
conviction that a delayed application may be filed. As well, the number of
psychiatrists required to testify at a hearing has been reduced from two to one.
LONG TERM OFFENDER

The procedure intended for declaration of a Long Term Offender would
follow that of the Dangerous Offender. Those declared to fit the category would

then be given a sentence according to the offense, and an "additional period of
supervision for up to ten years." Note that the period of supervision takes effect
only after the initial period of the sentence-including any parole (hah!) is
completed. During the period of supervision the Long J_erm Offender would be
subject to the usual conditions of parole as well as any further special conditions
specified - e.g. regular reporting, mandatory participation in counseling,
electronic monitoring, etc.

At present, the Long Term Offender designation "targets sex-offenders."
Iwonder how long that restriction will last ? Specifically, the offenses which may
lead to a Long Term Offender application are:
1: sexual assault
2. sexual interference

3.
4.
5.
6.

invitation to sexual touching
sexual exploitation
exposure
aggravated sexual assault

7. sexual assault with a weapon (or causing bodily harm)

8. provision is also made for application to those committing an offense "that
had a sexual component: for example, somebody committed a B &E with a
clear intention of sexually assaulting the occupant."

JUDICIAL RESTRAINT

The Crown will be able to bring an application for Judicial Restraint "where

there are reasonable grounds to fear that an individual will commit a serious
personal injury offense." If the application is upheld, the judge will have the
power to impose "general conditions, such as keeping the peace, and specific
conditions, such as staying away from places where children congregate." The
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judge will also be able to order electronic monitoring if the program is available in
that specific program.

Judicial Restraint may last for up to one year, and it may be renewed (no limit
is cited for the number of renewals.) Note that it can be "applied to people who
are not under sentence as well as those who have completed their sentences."
Before getting too excited, however, you should note that Peace Bonds have
been in use for some time now, and this legislation appears to be similar in
scope and intention to that practice.
By Donald Murray

L. I. N. C. NEWS
What is L.I.N.C?

Long-term Inmates Now in the Community have formed a self-help
group comprised of long-term and/or chronic offenders, parolees, spouses,
other family members, friends, and community volunteers. Its aim is to help
offenders to reintegrate successfully into the community.
The only group of its kind in Canada, L.I.N.C. is a group run by
exoffenders that aids its members to break the cycle of incarceration and to
create fulfilling, and meaningful lives. Members are encouraged to develop
positive relationships with case management and parole officers, utilize
existing resources such as AA or NA, as well as to volunteer time and labor
for worthwhile community projects.
At present, L.I.N.C. is contracted by RHQ (Pacific) and the Fraser
District to hold meetings at the Sumas Centre. It is also funded by the CSC
and supported by the Provincial Attorney General, to conduct weekly
Inreach programs at Burnaby Correctional centre for women.
L.I.N.C. is a going concern. They have three support meetings
weekly, visit seven prisons, and have over a hundred people involved.
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Ifand when that "Long Term Offender" legislation is made law in

Canada, these people will be very much in demand as the need to know
increases.

Editor's note: Do we have any helpful organization such as this in our

region? Ifany of our Lifers know of such agroup, it sure
would be good to hear something about it for our next

issue...

*********

****************************************************

ARIZONA PRISON ADMINISTRATORS WISH THEY HAD
CONVICTS' 'GUTS'.

•* Reprinted from Prison News Service

Last December, the Arizona Department of Corrections started using death
row inmates on chain gangs. The aim was to use the labor outside in the

'garden' to plant, weed, and harvestvegetables so as to contribute to the
benefit of the prison population, and thus help pay their way. Despite the

fact that there have been numerous fights among chained prisoners and that,

on four occasions, guards trying to stop these fights have shot prisoners, the

program seems to be considered asuccess and there are no plans to halt it.
The harvesting of vegetables is working in the eyes ofthe department and
the governor.

It seemed like a natural progression when, recently, legislators

proposed abill in the state house that would allow the harvesting of organs
from death row inmates after they were executed. After all, a bountiful

harvest is athing of beauty. Why let these organs go to waste after they are

there for the excising? Think about it: fresh vital organs are going to waste

by just burying them. Considering the vast growth ofthe death row

population in the American prison gulag, why not recycle what can be
salvaged? If this sounds far-fetched, think again: it is already going on In
third world countries such as China, where forced labor produces goods for
export to the US and other countries, they carefully execute prisoners so as

not to damage internal organs which are then sold for transplants.
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IS THIS POSSIBLE IN THE U.S. ?

Arizona House bill 2271 was proposed to allow the harvesting of vital
organs from death row inmates who are executed. It is amazing that no one
realized that when a person is poisoned by a fatal dose of lethal chemicals,
the organs cannot be used for transplant. The bill would have allowed the
condemned his choice between lethal injection and dying on the operating
table "by the harvesting of vital organs for the purpose of organ donation".
Even if this method was approved, the problem exists that a man on death
row might have a medical history fraught with complications arising out of
everything from intravenous drug use to fetal alcohol syndrome.
There is also that quirky medical-ethical issue as to whether a

physician can harvest organs before someone is brain dead; and all those
Hippocratic/hypocritical values about preserving life's sanctity and causing
no harm to patients.
It seems this is no obstacle to the State of Georgia, where a legislator

has introduced a bill to-guillotine the condemned to facilitate organ
harvesting. That's right folks...the guillotine.
Why not? That's one way of making sure a fresh body will yield a
bountiful crop of poison-free internal organs as another revenue for the
state.

Editor's Note: Many of us may wonder what this has to do with Canadian
prisoners. I don't think I have to cite too many examples of
how we have blindly followed in the steps of the U.S.A. Is

this something that many of us will have to look forward to
in the near future??
N
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THE ILLUSIONS OF TRUTH
One of the most commonly repeated complaints among prisoners, is
the lack of integrity and fairness in report writing employed by
Preventative Security and Case Management Teams. These reports
do not consist only of what is known about the prisoner or what can
be proven. They extend beyond that to what can only be defined as
rumor, suspicion, and unproved or unsupported allegations.

Any member of staff can write anything they want to on a prisoner's
file. Preventative Security can enter rumors and suspicions. The
concept of proof beyond what is known is foreign to these civil
servants. It is a "Gossip's Heaven" where anything goes and there is
no annoying responsibility to stand in the way. The trouble is that
there is no integrity either.

The report writers of Corrections learned a long time ago that if a
rumor or suspicion is repeated enough times, it miraculously turns
into fact and requires no proof. This is called the snowball effect and
it works rather well for them. Recently, we were given the
paperwork of a prisoner who, like most other prisoners, has been
caught in this trap. What was done in his report serves as an excellent
example of repetition to create the illusion of truth.
There was first the assumption that he was in a condition other than
normal. There was then a leap of faith to the conclusion that this
condition was caused by the consumption of drugs rather than being
the result of a physical condition like an allergy or tiredness. This
leap of faith led to a suspension from his employment and a charge.

When the charge was heard in court it was dismissed due to a lack of
evidence. What a surprise!
This should have been the end of it and the charge should never have

been mentioned again. However, the report writers could not let it
go at that. They had to keep the charge alive in the minds of
everyone who would ever have decision making power over this man.
That is why, in the report we were handed, which was designed to
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assign the prisoner's security level, the charge is mentioned five times
in eight pages.

If staffhad followed their own established procedures when this man
was suspected of being in a condition other than normal, there would
have been no doubt whether it was caused by drugs or a physical
condition. They would have asked for a urine sample based on

suspicion. If given, it would establish the facts. If refused, a charge
could have been laid for refusal.

Instead, they chose to move right to punishment based solely on
assumption. When the court ruled that they didn't have any evidence
and the charge was dismissed, the prisoner was punished in a more
sneaky fashion, when the suspicion was added to his file via the
security classification report.
This is only one examplejof how suspicions and rumors are snowballed

into the illusion of truth. Almost every prisoner would be able to provide
examples of their own. How quickly and how loud would their screams of
injustice be, if the "Innovator" were to select any one of the many rumor
about Preventative Security or Case Management, and continually write
about it until we created the illusion of truth? We suspect, not very long.
(Stoney Mountain Innovator—Thanks!)

A farmer and his wife were relaxing on their front porch, when suddenly,
they both saw a plane go down in their field. They ran to investigate.
When they got there, the pilot was cleaning the remains of a bird off his
windshield. He explained and apologized to them; feeling that was not
sufficient, he asked if they had ever flown in a plane before. They hadn't.
He was going to have some fun with this: "I'll tell you what...if you two
can fly with me and not make a peep, I'll give you $50.00. They agreed.
After a few nose-dives, barrel-rolls, and loop-de-loops, he landed. Turning
to the farmer he said, "Man! You folks sure surprised me! You never made
a sound!! The farmer replied, "It sure weren't easy; especially on that last
barrel-roll, when my wife fell out..."
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LIBRARY HOURS
Monday

6:00-8:00

Tuesday

10:00-11:00

FSW

1:00-4:00

Pass list only

6:00-8:00

Wednesday 6:00-8:00

Thursday- 1:00-4:00
5:00-6:00

Pass list only
FSW

6:00-8:00

Friday

5:00-6:00

Reception

6:00-8:00

Saturday

12:00-1:00 FSW
1:00-4:00

We are pleased that the magazines are staying in the library for
all to use, and not walking away, as has been the norm.
The materials are here for all to use; to take them is to steal

from your neighbor. Do not cut out pictures from magazines,
books, etc. Once they're gone, they're gone for good!
Need more time for your books? Just come in, and simply
renew them for two more weeks!
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I'VE BEEN TO HELL

If I could change my live today
I'd laugh, I'd love, I'd sing, I'd pray.
But here I sit in a prison cell...
And can honestly say, I've been to Hell.

There is a Book I read each day
It teaches love, and how to pray.
But, as time goes on, I can tell...
I can honestly say, I've been to Hell.

With this Book I can change my life
It's hot, it's lonely, but it's all I've got
Four gray walls, a sink, and a pot.
I count my days, my nights as well...

And I can tell you where I'm bound.
This book has changed me, I can

And can honestly say, I've been to Hell.

see...

around

No matter where I am, Thank God,
I'm free!

Wayne Doucette
YOUR LIFE IS A SONG

PRISON WALLS OF WORRY

Did you ever have to go to jail?
No one cares to go your bail.
You sit and wonder, "What went wrong?"
Your life is like a country song.

Why should we carry needlessly
Our burdens large or small

Your wife is gone, your dog is dead;
Your cupboard is empty, so's your bed.
You can't remember what went wrong;
Your life is like a country song.
So, I hope my friends, you'll hear my
plea
Be good, be kind, believe, be free.
And, when you're dead, your time is gone.
Your life will be a gospel song.

When God never intended that

We carry them at all?
We foster many of our woes,
So many things annoy;
Our frown of discontentment robs

Our hearts of peace and joy.
We lift the future from God's hands,

And though we full know
That only He can foresee all—
We fret and worry so.
Let's step out now in simple faith,
And claim God's liberty—

From prison walls of worry like
A bird that's been set free.

Wayne Doucette

For why should we so needlessly
Bear burdens large or small
When God never intended that

We carry them at all.
Georgia B. Adams
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FOOTPRINTS

One night I dreamed a dream.
I was walking along the beach with my Lord.
Across the dark sky flashed scenes from my life.
For each scene, I noticed two sets of footprints in the sand,
One belonging to me and one to my Lord.
When the last scene of my life shot before me,
I looked back at the footprints in the sand.
There was only one set of footprints.
I realized that this was at the lowest and saddest times of my life.

This always bothered me and I questioned the Lord about my dilemma.
"Lord, You told me when I decided to follow You,
You would walk and talk with me all the way.

But I'm aware that during the most troublesome times
Of my life there is only one set of footprints.

I just don't understand why, when I needed you most, You leave me."
He whispered, "My precious child, I love you
And will never leave you never, ever;

During your trials and testings, when you saw only one set of footprints
It was then that I carried you."

Margaret Fishback Powers

LOVE'S SECRET

I see the depths of love's secret
Hidden behind the light in youreyes
The warmth of your smile

The passion in your voice
Like the gentle summer breeze
Nuzzling at my bare skin
Your love causes me to tremble within.

Yearning for your caress
Your touch lingers within my spirit
Creating a touch of serenity

Never before experienced
A tranquillity of the heart
A place of mind
These feelings of the soul
That only true loves know
These feelings between me and you
Are a lover's secret

(Nicole Ibey, "Innovator")
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REINCARNATION

In awhile the grass'11 grow upon yer rendered mound. "Til someday on yer
mouldered grace a lonely flower is found. And say a hoss should wander by and
graze upon this flower that once wuz you, but now's become yer vegetative bower.
The posey that the hoss done ate up, with his other feed, makes bone, and fat, and
muscle essential to the steed. But some is left that he can't use, and so it passes

through and finally lays upon the ground—this thing that once was you. Then, say
by chance, I wanders by and sees this upon the ground, and I ponders and I
wonders at this object that I found. I thinks of reincarnation, of life, and death and
such, and come away concludin', "Slim, you ain't changed all that much."
Wallace McRae

IT'S

THOSE

LEAFS

AGAIN...

A youngster who was before a judge because his parents separated was asked. "Johnny, do you want to live with
your mommy?" "No," replied the boy. "Why?" asked the judge. "She beats me." came the reply. "Do you want
to live with your daddy?" enquired the judge. "No." Johnny answered. "Why?" asked the judge. "He beats me,"

was again the response. "Well," persisted the judge, "who do you want to live with?" "The Toronto Maple Leafs,"
replied Joiinn\ 'Why the Toronto Maple Leafs?" asked the judge. "Because they don't beat anybody..."
C. L. (Taken from Outlook, winter/spring "97)

r
HOME SWEET HOME

As newlyweds. my husband and I rented a town house in a large complex. Concerned about a
leak in an upstairs bathroom, I called the manager several times, but to no avail. Finally my
husband reached him and, noting the seriousness of the problem, said, "My wife is afraid the
bathtub will fall through the kitchen."
"Oh, no," the manager quickly replied. "The bathtub falls through the living room."
Karen Hole-Reader's Digest
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pTHE DEER HUNT
1:00 a.m.: Alarm clock rings

2:00 a.m.:
2:30 a.m.:
3:00 a.m.:
3:15 a.m.:
3:30 a.m.:
4:00 a.m.:

Hunting partners arrive, drag you out of bed
Throw everything except the kitchen sink in the pick-up
Leave for the deep woods
Drive back home and pick up gun
Drive like crazy to get to the woods before daylight
Set up camp; forgot the darned tent!

4-?0a.m.:

Head into the woods

6:05 a.m.: See eight deer
6:06 a.m.: Take aim and squeeze trigger
6:07 a.m.:

"CLICK"

6:08 a.m.:
8:00 a.m.:
9:00 a.m.:
10:00 a.m.:
Noon
12:15 p.m.:
12:20 p.m.:
12:30 p.m.:
12:45 p.m.:
12:55 p.m.:
3:00 p.m.:
3:30 p.m.:
4:00 p.m.:
4:01 p.m.:
5:00 p.m.:

Load gun while watching deer go over the hill
Head back to camp
Still looking for camp
Realize you don't know where camp is
Fire gun for help and eat wild berries
Ran out of bullets; eight deer came back!
Strange feeling in stomach
Realize you ate poison berries
Rescued!
Rushed to hospital to get stomach pumped
Arrive back to camp
Leave camp to kill deer
Return to camp for bullets
Load gun and leave camp again
Empty gun on squirrel that's bugging you

6:00 p.m.:

Arrive at camp and find deer grazingat camp

6:01 p.m.:
6:02 p.m.:

Load gun
Fired gun and hit pick-up

6:05 p.m.: Hunting partner returns to camp, dragging a deer
6:06 p.m.: Repress strong desire to shoot hunting partner
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6:07 p.m.
6:10 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
6:25 p.m.
6:26 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:35 p.m.
6:36 p.m.
6:37 p.m.
6:38. p.m.
9:00 p.m.
Midnight
Sunday:

Fall into the fire

Change clothes and throw burned ones into the fire
Take pick-up and leave partner and his deer in the woods
Pick-up boils over; hole shot into the block
Start walking
Stumble and fall, dropping gun into the mud
Meet deer
Take aim

Fire gun, blowing up the barrel; plugged with mud
Climb tree

Deer departs; wrap gun around a tree
Home at last!

Watch football on t.v., slowly tearing hunting license into
little pieces, place into envelope, and mail to hunting partner,
with very precise instructions as to what he can do with it!!!
(Source Unknown)

THE MEN'S GUIDE TO WHAT A WOMAN REALLY WANTS
WHEN SHE SAYS...
"We need" = "I want"

"It's your decision" = "The correct decision should be obvious by now."
"Do what you want" = "You'll pay for this later."
"We need to talk " = "I need to complain."

"I'm not upset" = "Of course I'm upset, you moron!"
"You're so manly..." = "You need a shave, and you sweat a lot."
"Be romantic, turn out the lights." = "I have flabby thighs."
"This kitchen is so inconvenient." = "I want a new house."

"I need wedding shoes." = "The other 40 pairs are the wrong shades of
white."

"Hang the picture there." = "No, I mean hang it there!"
"I heard a noise" = "I noticed you were almost asleep."
"Do you love me?" = "I going to ask for something really expensive."
"How much do you love me?" = "I did something today that you're really
not going to like." (Source unknown)
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League Home Runs as ofAugust 07, \997
BOMBERS

53

NBH

C Smith

15

Rico

4-3

PHILS

34-

RENOVS

28

Edgecombe 21

Allison

11

Fleming

13

12

Marshal

4

Paniec

10

Williams

11

Mclntyre

11

R. Syliboy

4-

Rodgers

5

States

2

Clyke

5

3

Bonin

1

4-

4
4

Tuton

M. Smith

MacPonald
Belliveau

Moon

2

Earl

1

5. Pelly

2

Prisk

3

Spafks

1

Lever

2

V. Sylliboy

2

Parks

1

Jazz

1

B. Paul

1

Spanky

1

Phil

1

BVLLET5

15

ALPINES

10

AARONS

OUTLAWS

5

Baker

3

Messom -

4

Mark

2

Pave

2

Norm

3

Walton

2

A Grant

1

Tim

1

Billy

2

Hoopey

1

Pon

1

Justin

1

Todd
Halleron

Murphy

1

Mike

1

Aaron

)P

1

Luc|low
Corey

Ol/TSIDE TEAM 127

Edgecombe

30

C Smith
Allison

21

18

Fleming

17

Paniec

13

Tuton

8

Parks

7

Rodgers

6

Lever

6

Pash

1
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This is what the Joint team has been doing in the Springhiil Town League as of 7 Aug. 97
20 wins 2 losses with the following numbers for each player,,

At Bat

NAME

Kevin Flemming
Cyril Smith
Dave Edgecombe
Paul Daniec

Double

Hit

69

99

12

Triple

4

Homer Runs

17

64

RBI

44

53

Walk

Error

3

6

FC

4

Slugging

SAC OB%

2

828

Average

478

696

6
3

3

842

538

684

3

725

632

666

6

2

0

760

423

641

3

715

500

589
544

95
102

65

10

4

21

10

3

30

62
62

62

2
2

6

68

92

59

12

0

13

55

37

3

1

Phil Allison

95

56

8

2

18

45

51

3

3

6

Scott Tuton

90

49

11

3

8

40

36

4

8

2

2

700

448

107

58

9

1

6

48

25

0

7

2

0

626

275

542

538

Chuck Rogers
Oaryl Dash

91

49

6

0

1

32

19

1

4

2

1

615

142

Dave Parks

87

46

6-

3

7

49

37

5

10
4

1

4

712

347

528

1

2

570

365

520

20

7CTT

. 427

cog
vvv

Mike Lever
Team Totals

100
958

52
571

10
94

3
23

6
127

43

30

500 394

0
23

WW

*>W

Up to this point in time, we have had a very good ball season.

had too many ratn-outs.

We've not

The preceding stats are evidence of the sluggers' per

formances, according to the score sheets.

We've had very few arguments and very good attitudes, for the most part,
unlike former years.

We have had very few injuries, and over all, it has been

a really good ball season, and I'm already looking forward to the next one!
Respectfully suomitted,

David Edgecombe

T h e long road i n l i f e i s one filled
^srilth m a n y obstacles a n d
experiences t h a t a p e r s o n
e n c o u n t e r s along t h e THray. F o r s o m e
i t i s a l o n e l y road, for o t h e r s i t i s a
hectic road. S o m e escape r e a l i t y
through, i n t o x i c a t i o n a n d o t h e r s
f i n d d i s t r a c t i o n too. t h e f o r a x o f

exercise. I d p l i n g IVEacISCenzaLe, w h o
m o s t o f u s k n o w hetter as " I d p p y " i s
t h e classic example o f t h e "Solitude
Runner". I f ICLppy could rxutx
w h e n e v e r h e THranted to, w e a t h e r
THrould n o t h e a f a c t o r b e c a u s e h e i s
o n e o f t h e f ewr d e d i c a t e d r u n n e r s

left and t h e y are feisr and far
betvsreen. I t i s a dying f o r m o f
recreation in this

i n s t i t u t i o n , w h e r e a s , y e a r s ago,

there wrere many, n o w t h e r e are
fewr. So, our hats go o f fto y o u
"Kippy"!

